Creating non-SAP Systems manually in LMDB
With SAP Solution Manager 7.1 SP10

Introduction: If you want to set up technical monitoring or business process monitoring for a non-SAP
system, you need to create the technical system in LMDB first. If your 3rd party system has an SLD
data supplier this is easy, as the technical system can be registered in SLD and from there will be
promoted to LMDB.
In most cases your 3rd party system does not support SLD data suppliers. In this case you have to
create the system manually in LMDB to be able to activate the monitoring, e.g. generic Http Ping or
custom metrics from Wily Introscope. If you want to use the non-SAP system for business process
monitoring, some additional steps have to be performed.
This guide describes how to create non-SAP systems in LMDB and make them usable for Technical
Monitoring and Business Process Monitoring. The actual setup of the non-SAP monitoring is
described in other guides depending on the metrics and the scenario you want to use it in.
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PREREQUISITIES
Install Diagnostics Agent and SAP Hostagent
To be able to perform monitoring it is necessary to install a Diagnostics agent on the 3rd party host.
Please refer to SAP note 1448655 for the installation guide for the Diagnostics agent. The SAP Hostagent is
usually installed together with the Diagnostics agent.
REQUIRED STEPS FOR TECHNICAL MONITORING AND BUSINESS PORCESS MONITORING
Create System in LMDB
Call transaction LMDB, switch to the tab “Technical Systems” and select “Unspecific Cluster System” from the
drop-down field. Click “Create Technical System”

A wizard opens that helps you to create the technical system. Make sure the system type is correct and click
“Next”

Enter the name for your system and select the technology type. If none of the mentioned technology types fits,
select “Others”. You don’t need to fill the hostname here. It will not be considered in the system context anyway.
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Check you entries and specify the Extended System ID.

Save your entries.
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A new wizard appears that takes you thru the further definition of the system.
At first you have to enter the installation path for the 3rd party system. This is necessary to successfully perform
the managed system setup later.

Click “Next” to jump to the next input screen. (Do not use the left-hand navigation tree)
If your 3rd party system has an underlying database you can enter it in the next step. But this is not a mandatory
entry. Click “Next” to move to the Instance maintenance.
Click the “Add” button
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Enter the instance information. Here you also have to add the 3rd party host. If you installed the Diagnostics and
the SAP Hostagent the host should be reported to the SLD and to the LMDB automatically.

Enter the installation path of the instance and click “Next”. This is necessary to successfully perform the
managed system setup later.
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In the next screen jump to tab “Product Instances (Details)”

Click the “Add” button.
Search for “Solution Manager Standard Custom Product 1.0” and select “Installed” (“Diagnostics Relevant” will
be selected automatically)

The next step is to mark the software component as installed on all technical instances of the system. Select the
product instance and mark the software component as installed in the lower screen.
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Save your custom system.
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Run Managed Systems Configuration
To connect the installed agents to your system and to make it fully usable you have to run the managed system
configuration for the system.
Call transaction SOLMAN_SETUP and switch to the scenario “Managed Systems Configuration”. Select your
system from the list and click “Configure System”.

The first step is to assign software and mark it as diagnostics relevant. We already did this. For Unspecific
Cluster Systems neither a Product System nor a Logical Component is mandatory. Click “Next”

Click “Execute All”
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In the next step you have to assign a diagnostics agent. Select the system and click the “Assign” button.
Sometimes the agent is assigned automatically.

After the agent is successfully assigned, you can go to the next step.
In the 4th step you have to select the Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager. Additionally you can maintain a load
balancer host, if the non-SAP system requires one.
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There is nothing to do in the next step:

In the 6th step it is important to make sure, that the “Extractor Setup” and the “Introscope Host Adapter” setup
activity run successfully. Select “Execute All”:
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There are no manual activities that have to be performed (in order to get a green status you can set the
“Execution Status” to “Performed”).

In the next step you can create a logical component for your 3rd party system.
In the last step you check the configuration to make sure everything is fully operational. Click “Execute All” to run
the check.

After this step you can use the 3rd party system for Technical System Monitoring. If you want to use the 3rd
party system also on Business Process Monitoring you have to perform some additional steps, which are
described in the following chapters.
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ADDITIONAL STEPS FOR BUSINESS PROCESS MONITORING
Create 3rd Party Product in SLD
If you want to use your 3rd Party system in Business Process Monitoring (BPMon), you have to add your system
to a solution. This is only possible if you create a logical component. Unfortunately the product “Solution
Manager Standard Custom Product 1.0” cannot be used in Logical Components because of the way it is build.
Hence to be able to add the system to a logical component and a solution, you have to create a custom product
which can be used in logical components.
With SP10 custom products have to be maintained in SLD. After the product is created in SLD is will
automatically be synchronized in LMDB and SMSY. The whole process is described in detail in SAP note
1844116, but we will show an example in this guide.
Go to the SLD which is the content source for your Solution Manager system.
Switch to “Products”

Click the “New Product Version” button. It is very important, that you make sure, that the length of the name, the
product version and the software unit and the software component do not exceed 20 characters! Otherwise the
synchronization into SMSY will fail and you will not be able to create a logical component for your system.
This is also the reason why we cannot just create a logical component for the “Solution Manager Standard
Custom Product 1.0”. The name is just too long. We still need to assign this product to our 3rd party system as
well, because only for this product we have a diagnostics template and hence can mark it diagnostics relevant.
This again is crucial for being able to run the managed system setup.
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Click on “New Product Version”

Enter a name and a product version for your product. To be able to sync into SMSY you cannot just use “1.0”.
Better use <name> <version> instead. Click “Create” when done.
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Enter a software unit. Remember the 20 character rule. Click “Create” again.

Enter a software component. This also must not exceed 20 characters. Set the production state to “released”.
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Now you have wait for some minutes to get the product synchronized to LMDB and SMSY.
This how your product should look like:
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Assign Product to Technical System in LMDB
After the next synchronization your custom product will be available in LMDB. You can now assign the product
as additional product version to your 3rd party system.
Open your 3rd party system in LMDB and switch to the view “Software”. Switch to the tab “Product Instance
(Detail)” and click the “Add” button.

Search for your product and mark it as installed.

As we don’t have a Root Cause Analysis template for this product, it cannot be marked as diagnostics relevant.
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Select the line with your product and mark it as “Used by Instance”.

To be able to assign the product to a logical component, we need to assign it to a product system as well. Switch
to tab “Product Instances” to make the assignment.
Select the entry for your product and click “Edit Product System Assignment”:
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Select the product system for your system. If it doesn’t exist yet, you can add it here. It doesn’t harm to assign
both product instances to the product system.

Save your technical system.
Create a Logical Component for the 3rd Party System
Now we will need to create a logical component for the system to be able to assign it to a Solution.
Switch to the LMDB start screen and switch to tab “Logical Components”. Enter a name for you logical
component and click “Create”
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At first you have to assign a product instance before you can assign a technical system. Select the “Maintain”
button.

Search for your product and assign it to the logical component.
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Now you can add the technical system.

Select the system and the system role.

Save you logical component.
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Your technical system is now connected with the logical component.

Add the System to a Solution
Now that you have the technical system in a logical component, you can add it to the Solution you plan to use for
BPMon.
Go to transaction SOLMAN_DIRECTORY and open the Solution you plan to use. Please make sure that the
Solution has the same leading role as the system role you assigned the system in the logical component.
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Select the logical component.

And save your Solution.

Now you are able to use it in Business Processes documented in this Solution and in Business Process
Monitoring later on.
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Create a DBCON database connection for the 3rd party Product
If you want to use BPMon to monitor a table in a non-SAP database, you can use the generic table entry
counter, which is a non-SAP monitor in BPMon.
To be able to connect to the database you have to create an entry in table DBCON, which defines the database
connection.
Call transaction DBCO or transaction SM30 and open view DBCON. Switch to change mode and click “New
Entries”

Enter the required information:

Save your entries.
rd

Remark: If the database type of your 3 party database is not the same database type as the database of SAP
Solution Manager, you have to install the DB software of the remote DB on the Solution Manager host. Please
refer to SAP Note “1265134 - DBA Cockpit: Connecting a remote database” for details.
To test if the connection can be established successfully, you can use the report ADBC_TEST_CONNECTION.
Call transaction SA38 and enter the report name.
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Enter the DB connection you want to test and run the report.

Now you have to add the DB connection to the BPMon Monitor. You have basically 2 options to do this. Option
one is to add the DB connection during the setup of BPMon, when you set up the monitor. You will see the
respective field when you set up the monitor.
Another option is to assign the database to your non-SAP system in LMDB. If you do it this way you can also
leverage the technical monitoring for the database system, by setting up the standalone database monitoring.
This way you can also monitor database availability, space management etc.
At first you create your standalone database in LMDB. If you installed the SAP Hostagent and the Diagnostics
agent on the database host, the database will be discovered automatically and will be created in SLD and
LMDB. This is the preferred way, as all information on the database are discovered and maintained
automatically.
You can also create the database system manually in LMDB.

In our case the database is discovered automatically.
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Now you have to assign the database to the non-SAP system. Open the non-SAP system in LMDB and switch to
the view “System Database”. Click “Assign System Database” and select your database. Save your non-SAP
system.

Now you need to assign your DBCON connection to the database for the attribute “Remote DB Verb. for Appl.
Mon.”. This is a custom attribute for the database and has to be maintained on the database details. Click
“Database Details”.
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In the new window for the database system, you find the tab “Additional Attributes”. Switch to change mode and
select the attribute “Remote DB Verb. for Appl. Mon.” as custom attribute and select the DB connection that point
to your database as value.

Save your entries.
Now you can use the 3rd party system with the database in Business Process documented in the Solution and
add the non-SAP Generic Table Entry Counter as monitor to the business process steps running on your nonSAP system.
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